COSMOSES - The Living Universe
1/1-7
Continuous chain of living beings in Universe on
different scales with different time/size ratios.
Earth's time considered - 24 hrs = a fraction of earth's
second , a year = a moment = her breath during which organic
life quickened at similar speed to air passing over our lungs.
Breath of an entity as clue to its time value. Similarity of breathing
for earth and electron. Functional relation of 30,000x between
different entities interlocked as food , air and impressions and
creative energy. These relationships constant among 6 cosmoses
above and below any entity.
1/7-9
Consideration of common objective features of universe.
Time as only a relation between things - likewise size so , ' in the
real world time and space are relative - it is only the relation
between things which is absolute.'
Source and centre of universal energy seen' from
outside' as being both from within stars and from within atoms .
(viewpoint contrasted with energy elaboration in Ray of Creation)
2/1-2
Living solar system considered , earth's role in
development of organic life for universe , and organic life as
medium for development of man as universal mind/consciousness.
3/1-3
Scientific view of universe overlooks different time/size
aspects of cosmic entities.
Spiral diagram of whorls of 6 cosmoses existing within
the one world of the 7th , the protocosmos.

(main paper dated 1969)
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In these days of space travel it is very interesting to
remember what the system seys about the existence of life in
other parts of the unive~se, and to compare the sy stem teaching
with current scientific and popular ideas on the same subject.
According to the system, everything in the universe is alive
everywhere in the universe there are living beings, built on the
same pattern ~e ourselves.
These living beings breathe and think
and feel just as we do, and existing all around us and very near
to us, they influenc~ us in many weys, . and have a nmch more profound
eff ect on our lives than we ever supposed.
Now the system maintains that these living beings are all -very
much larger, or very much smaller than· we are - in other words, they
exist on different scales.
According to the system, man is jus~
one link in a continuous chain of beings - beings so vastly different
in scale from himself that it is difficult, if not impossible for
him to conceive what they are really like.. Science, on the other hand,,
looks only for life on a similar scale to our own - it has not tumbled
to t _he idea that life might exist on different scales.

And that is

perhaps why the universe looks so lifeless - so inorganic - to the
scientist.
But there is a further point which science has not _yet tumbled 'to, :
although there are hints that she is moving in a similar direction.
This is the idea. t h a t ~ changes with scale - that every separately
existing entity in the universe has its own time, and that within broad
limits th~ value of time depends on the size of the reference body.
This idea is certainly not an easy one to grasp.
We are so used to
thinking of time - of.!!!!!: time - as a constant factor throughout the
universe, that we cannot easily adapt our minds to a new way of
thinking about it.
And if we do begin to realise the implications
of this idea, we find it alters our conception of the universe so
completely that we oannot face the immensity of the change.
We find
ourselves confronted with a new universe - a universe which seems at
first to be totally beyond our comprehension._
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Consider, for instance, those very wonderful photographs of
the earth as seen from the moon, which were taken by the astronauts
on the last American space flight.

For the astronauts the earth

was "home" - that place 1-rhere their friends and families lived, become
so stra.~ge end so remote at that great distance.

!!!

the earth?

What is she like for herself?

those photographs?

But what really
Is she really like

If so, how can we imagine bar to be a living

being, a.s the system suggests?
The e.nswer to all these questions depends on one simple thing - an
understanding of the earth's~.

Now when the astronauts took those

photographs their camera had an exposure, say, of one hundredth part
of a seeond.

According to the system teaching, a period of this

duration could not possibly exist for the earth.

The shortest

period which could have any meaning for the earth would be in the
region of 24 hours.

Even this would be only a flash - a fraction of

a second in our time.

A moment in the· existence of the earth would

last for very much longer - probably for a year at least.
So we are forced to the conclusion that the real earth is not at
all as we supposed, and that we cannot hope to see her as she really'
is, simply because we cannot see h~r f'or long enough at a time.

On

the other hand, although we cannot actu.e,lly see the whole of her
physical shape, we can build for ourselves a very interesting picture
of what she is like by studying her functions, particularly her breathing.
There is a saying in the system that "time is breath".

.And as breathing

is connected especially with life, by studying how the earth breathes we
can begin to see her as alive - as a living being just as we are.
Now there is reason to suppose that the earth's breathing corresponds

in time to her year - to the period of her orbit.

Without going into

all the calculations, let us assume for a moment that this is so, and
consi.der _what it would imply.

Regarded as a phenomenon on the scale

of the whole biosphere, the year is a period of enormous significance.
It is like a clock - a very accurate clock
every living thing on earth.

which sets the time for

An enormous number of living beings

actually live and die every year, in other words they a.re continually
living and dying over the earth's surface by the passing of the seasons.
In :fact as the earth inclines her axis towards the sun's rays, life
actually passes across her surface and quickens it - it passes at a
speed which ca.n be easily calculated - about the same speed as the air
passing over our lungs.
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Th.i.s phenomenon gives us a clue to what is mea_nt by ''breathing"
on a cosmic scale.

life;

Breathing is connected. with the fluctuation of

and it is ..,Ghe periodicity of this fluctuation which determines

the value of time.

When a being comes into the world it starts to

breathe; when it eventually ceases to breathe, life ends and time
exists no longer.
But in between, the whole meaning of time - the
value of each passing moment - is determined by the speed. ~.t which
it breathes.

And all the other functions which belong to it - eating,

moving, thinking, feeling - all these are geared to the same clock, they
are all related to the speed of its breath.
Let us consider, for instance, an entity of a very different size
the electron.

According to some text books, the electron has an

orbit within the atom, just as a planet such as the
within the solar system.

earth has an orbit

According to others, this is only an

approximation to the real state of a.f'fairs - an electron, they tell us,
can only be considered to have a certain nrobable location in relation
to the nucleus of the atom - the probability o:f existing within certain
defined limits at a certain distance :from it.

The possibility of actual.

velocity and direction of movement is excluded.
This conflict of viewpoint is very interesting.

It shows us that

we cannot possibly know what an electron really is, simply because it
does not exist for long enough.

In other words, the electron's time

is too short for us to see it, in just the same wa4 as the earth's time
is too long.
And the strange thing is that electrons and planets are
beings of the same order - it is only because of our vieiipoint that
they look so different.

They look so different because we cannot

possibly know them in their own time.
What would it mean to know a...11 electron or a planet in its own time?
It would mean that we lrnew them as three dimensional beings, just as
we know ourselves as three dimensional beings.
to imagine what this 1-rould imply.

Let us triJ for a moment

In the first place we should be

aware o:f their breathing - a.-id as far a.s one can judge there would be
little difference between them in this respect, for in both cases
"breathing" would be connected with their changing rel;:,,tionshi:p to a
central focus - the atom, or sun to which they belong, 2nd from 1.1hich
their energy is derived.

Secondly, we should ~ind ouraelves in a

strange world - a world in wh~ch man did not exist.

'For man belongs

to a different pa.rt of the universe - a part which is·too far awa:y in
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time for him . to possess any substance, although it is quite possible
his influence would have great importance.

And here it is interesting

to realise that the greater the interval, or difference in time between
two cosmoses, the more powerful - the more energetic - this influence
will bee
Particularly would this be true of the electron; for the
nbreathingn of the electron - its orbit in the atom- has a duration
which is on the average some thousand billion times shorter than ours.
At this interval man's influence might well appear as a powerful sourcre
of
radiation, in much the same way as the starcy world is a
powerful source of radiation for us.
But why does there have to be this enormous difference in time
between different entities? Is there an objective reason behind it,
or is it a subjective phenomenon, dependent on man's viewpoint?

We

are told, for instanc~, that the breath of each cosmos is on the average
some 30,.000 times longer in duration than that of the cosmos below it, and
that this ratio
universe.

of 30,000 timeg- is a consta.nt factor throughout the

What is the reason for this?

A partial answer to this question canoe fou:nd in the :functional

relation between different entities.

If we study man's various funotions

from this point of view we disc'over to our surprise that his digestive
cycle - his feeding - is 30,000 times longer in duration than his
breathing, and that his breathing

in its turn is in the region of

30,000 times longer in duration than his shortest impressions or nerve

impulses.
We notice, too,- that the timing of his digestive cycle
corresponds approximately to the life period of cells, the timing o~
his breathing corresponds approximately to the life period of molecules,
and the timing of his impressions or nerve impulses corresponds
approximately to the life period of atoms.

Moreover, the food he eats

is aciually cellular in structure, the air he breathes is molecular,
and his· -nerve impulses depend upon the presence of ions, and are

electrical in character.
All this brings us to the realisation that man's basic functions,
axe closely interlocked in their timing with that of other cosmoses

below him.

Nor is it difficult to infer from this that his own

lifetime is similarly interlocked with the functions of other cosmoses
a,bove him.

If we work out the details we begin to realise that this

great chain of liviug beings throughout the universe has a closely
interwoven pa-ctern of different times,- and that the econollzy' of the
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•r1hole structure demands that this should be so.

In order that
a cosmos may eat, the cosmos one below it must live and die; in
order that it may breathe, the cosmos two below it must live and

die, and in order that it maJT think and feel and receive impressions
-~he cosmos three below it must live a..nd die.

Each cosmos in its

turn is food for the cosmos immediately above it, is breath for the
cosmos two above it,, and is impressions for the cosmos three above
Nor need we assume that the relationship ends td th the third

it.

cosmos above or below.

In man's case, for instance, the electron,

although it mey be impossible for him to k..~ow anything abou~ its
physical reality, p lays an enormous part in his life by providing
him 1-ri th electromagnetic vibrations of various kinds - ultra violet,
light, heat, inf'ra red and radio waves

and by supplying him with

the electrical p otential required by his nervous system and brain.

Nor can we dismiss the possibility that cosmoses still further below
him - gamma a.nd cosmic ra;r particles, for insta..~ce - pla_y a.n essential
role in his development, although little is known of their function

at the present time.
It would seem fairly certain, therefore, that the difference in
t ime between one cosmos and the na.~t - in fact the whole time structure
of the universe - is an objective thing, and that it does not depend on
man's vie-...rpoint.

Finding ourselves, so to speak, in a particular

place in this structure, it so happens that we obtain a a·ertain view
of the universe above and below us;

but to another cosmos, situated

in another part of the universe, the view might be very different.
Yet the relationship of one part to the next is always the same.

Where,

we might ask, does this vast structure begin, a.~d where does it end?
Or does it continue infinitely beyond our view in both direo:tions?
Nowt-he system teaching maint ains that there are only seven
cosmoses, or orders of worlds.

And a lthough at first sight this-

would appear to answer our question, we find on further examination
that the seven cosmoses of which the system speaks do not include any
of the smaller worlds below us.

these smaller worlds contained
il) fact
within the lowest of the seven cosmoses,an..d do they form/a further
.AI'e

period, a mirror image, as it were, of the greater cosmoses above
them?

Can we take it that the Miorocosmos- the lowes-t of the

seven great oosmoses - is a reflection ' of the Macroo:oamos, that the
world within us is a reflection of the world a.round and above us?
Are cells, molecules, atoms, electrons and subatomic particles of
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various kinds nothing more nor less than galaxies, star clusters,
solar systems, planets and planetary satellites, seen as it were
from a different viewpoint - from above instead of from below'?
But here we have to tread carefully - we have to remember that
'above' and 'below' are only above and below for us - for another
cosmos they would be different.
Consider the molecule, for instancre.
For the molecule 'above' would consist of oells - they would be the
nearest world for the molecule - then man, organic life, planets,
suns and star clusters - and that would be all.
Anything larger
than a star cluster c-ould not exist for the molecule, simp'.cy' because
a star cluster is the
sixth cosmos above it, just as the
'universe' (as we call it) is the sixth cosmos above us.
So the
star cluster ig· 'universe' for the molecule - and strangely enough
molecules and star clusters are worlds of the same order, subject
to the same laws and the same kinds of motion.
But what is there below the molecule?
Below the molecule there
would be a f'urther period of si:x'. ·cosmoses - a.toms, electrons, protons,
and three other worlds, two of which at least would be too small and
too short in duration for us to know of their existence.
As above,
so below.
The world above the molecule, the world outside it and
aro'!llld it, is reflected in the world below it, the smaller world
within it.
And so too with man.
Imagine the slcy' above us with
all the planets and stars and galaxies as we see them on a dark night.
And then imagine that we look below us and see the same planets and
stars and galaxies reflected in a pool of water at our feet.
Yet we
never realise that they are the same planets, the arune stars and the
same galaxies, for they look so small and so different reflected in
the pool.
'When we look up at the worlds above us we feel the
immensity of it all, and we know we are too small to exist. But we
never realise that the same thing is true of' the worlds reflected in·
the pool.
In relation to them,too,we are too small to exist - we a.re
too small to exist in the world of atoms and electrons - that is what
seems so strange •••••••
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FURTHER THOUGHTS ON THE SUBJECT OF

THE LIVING UNIVERSE.

We begin at this stage to realise that all our usual
o:onceptions of the universe in whic:h we live are croloured
by a single limited viewpoint - that of man, with his own
particular sense of time and space.
Change this sens-e of

time and space and everything will be different. But not
~ntirely - there must be certain features belonging to the
universe in which we live which are common to all viewpoints
whiah are objective and not relative - and it is these one
would hope to discover.

Now if each c-osmos has its own
time - if •for eaoh
cosmos the value of'.time ie unity - it is obvious-ly out of the
question, to impart any absolute value to time. In fact, time,
0

is not an actual thing in the real world,, it is-· only a relation
b-etween things.
And as it is general.ly true that size followsthe same pattern as time, increasing or decreasing in rough,ly
similar proportion, we arrive a.t the strange conclusion that siz·e·
has no reality either.
The vastness of outer space, and the
infinite smallness of atoms and electro11a· - these are not absolute
facts at all, they are simply a matter of viewpoint.
For in the
real world time and spaae are relative - it is only the relation1
0

between things whioh is absolute.
But whose viewpoint shall we take?
Let ua suppose, for instance,
that our own familiar viewpoint were to ahange, and we found ourselves
looking at the universe· as it were r-rom above, from a, point outside it.
What should we actually see?

First, we should see galaxies, spiral

nebulae, island universes and worlds of that order.
These would
no longer appear to us as points of light in an inf'inite space,
thousands of light years '. aw~.

They would be living beings, breathing

and pulsating with energy, just as we a.re.
And if we studied them
more closely we should find them to be in constant motion, exchanging
energy with each other, dividing or merging together, radiating
inf'luences of various kinds.
And then we should suddenly realise
that these entities in outer space, when seen in their own time,
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actually form the strua:tu.re of' living matter in the universe, in
the same wa;y that cells form the structure of' living matter within
us - the matter of which our own bodies are made.,
Looking more closely again, we should discover that these beings
contain" the secret of life.
For circulating through them. are stars
o:lusters of stars held together by invisible bonds, and' individual
stars which move with a ra.ndom,motion, like the molecules in the
air we breathe.
These stars aotually move
with the same
velocity as molecules, a.nd in doing so circulate energy throughout
the galaxies, just as molecules circulate energy within the cells
of our bodies,.
Looking still further again, we should realise that the ultimate
source of energy in the universe comes, not from outside it, but
from even deeper within it - from within the structure of stars,
just as it comes, too, from within the struO;ture of atoms, from
the 'cloud' of electrons which surround them, and finally-from the
nucleus itself~,
And then we should remember that one of these stars i~ our own just one of' the hundred thousand million stars that radiate energy
throughout the fabric-, of the whole universe. And we should see that
our own position - our own earth which forms part of the 'cloud'
of planets a.nd satellites surrounding the sun - lies between this
sou.roe of energy and the universe outside it - that it forms as it
were a screen through which the sun's, radiations pass, modifying
them and adding to them in various wa;ys bef'ore they reach thegalaxies beyond.
Organic lif'e and man form pa.rt of' this screen - the purpose of
organic" life, perhaps, to add li:f'e and beauty to the sun's ra;rs, and
the purpose of mankind - who knows - perhaps to add consciousness.,
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

And so we have arrived at a new oonoeption of the universe. We
have seen it from ouTside, as it were, as Copernicus saw the solar
system.
And in doing so we have brought it all muoh nearer. The
crentre of' the uni verse, the source from which energy oomeer, is no
longer out somewhere in the vastness of space, it is-within the
sun" itself - within all suna, just as it exists, too, within the
Energy is radiating outwards constantly
atom - within all atoms.
from the centre of stars 9 translated into different forms by the
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planets and satellites surrounding them, and passing beyond into

the star a:-lusters and' ga.la.xies and the universe as a whole.
The.
idea that energy is o:oming towards us from the galaxies, towards
the sun and towards the earth,. mey be per£eotly true :from certain
viewpoints·, but it is only a limited conception. ff
Leaving this
o:onoeption behind, one is able to approaoh the meaning · of the
u.nivers e in a new light.
One is able to see - as· certain, soientists
and astronomers are beginning to realise todey - that the origim of
the very large worlds above us is in some WaJ' linked with the very
small worlds below us, and that the extra.ordinary divergence which
appears to exist between them is not a real thing at all.

**

It is, of course, the conception of the Rey of Creation - that
of a particular r~ of energy whioh pa.ssea in our direo1;ion from

outer space.
The m:iotrine o:f Cosmoses is concerned, not with one r~
o:f energy-, but ill. r~s; not with one sun, one earth, . one ga.la.::ey-,
but witl: _ill suns, . ill ea.rths-, ,ill galaxies; and that is where the
difference lies-.
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The world studied by astronom;:r - the world of stars and
5£!,la:rles - is a world so vast, so still, so far away that we
cannot hope to grasp its real meanina-.
The world studied by
the physicists - the world of atoms and electrons - is a world
just as remote, just as far away on the other side of space.
In between these two extremes is another world much nearer to
us - the universe of living creatures under the sun's influence.
The boundaries of this world are defined by the solar system,
the smallest elements that belon~ to it are living creatures like
ourselves.
Man, or86,IliC life, the earth and the other planets these are the elements of which it consists.
All these elements
taken together make a single whole - a single being, with its own
life, its own breath and its own intelli5enee.
How can we conceive what this being is like - this living
universe o:f which we :form part? We have to admit it, the whole
is beyond our comprehension - and the reason is simply a matter of
time.
The time scale of this world is so great that we cannot
; i b l y see it a.s one whole.
A single moment, a single breath
for a world of such vast dimensions could last, perhaps, for twenty
or thir-cy- thousand years.
.During this period -the celestial bodies
known to us - the earth, the planets, the solar system itself, and
even the stars of the milky way - move through enormous distances.
We cannot possibly conceive what the total effect of all this
:movement is like - we cannot possibly know what even a single moment
in the life of this being really' is.
But as a sin1Ile cell within the human organism, which can be
studied in relation to the bo~ to which it belon4P3, so can we take
the earth, and study it separate]J in relation to the universe of
whioh it forms part.
- .And just as each cell within the human body
is part of the living structure of the organism as a whole, so the
earth too, is part of the livinff structure of a greater bod7 - the
body of. that great being of which we all form part.
The earth is
alive, it breathes and it takes in impressions from its surroundings.
And its purpose, its :function in relation to the whole is to serve as
a physical basis, a 5J;ound, for the growth and development of
organic life.
Organic life on earth, ordinari]J considered to be confined to
the earth's surface, has an influence which extends throughout the
whole universe.
Like the molecular basis of life within the cell,
which holds the key, not only to the life principle within the whole
body, but also to the essential characteristics of the living
creature to which it belongs - in the same way it is organic life
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on earth which provides the life principle within the whole
universe, and at the same time determines the VeI7 nature - the soul of the living universe itself.
Nor is this nature far away or
difficult to find - it is here, in the life around us, in everything
we see - everything has its own life, its own nature, and yet it
forms part of the one life, the one great nature of the living
1.miverse to which we belong.
And Just as the earth is designed to serve as a vehicle for the
growth and development of organic life, so organic life in its turn
is designed as a mediU!l for the growth and development of man.
Man is quite distinct from organic life - his function is quite
different.
Alone among all creatures in organic life he is able
to see the living universe reflected in himself', and to know the
:purpose for whioh it was created.
Taken on this enormous scale, he
is the mind, the consciousness or the living universe.
And just
as the mind of individual ffiPn is able to reflect the spirit that
lies deep withi11 it, so mankind, through his tradition, is able to
reflect the s:piri t of ·the universe.
He reflects it in his inner
knowledge, in his a.rt, his religion, his soie..'f'J.ce and :philosophy; but
above all he reflects it in his own spirit - in that which he is
in himself'.
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How it will be clear from wha~ ha~ been said in the previous

chapters that man's ordinary logical mind is not able t-o
comprehend the cosmoses above and. below him, for· its frequency
is not geared high enough to do so.

On the other hand this

mind can be trained to thin..'lc d.ifferently, and at least to realise,
what it cannot see.

And: one of' the first things, it realis:es is

that the modern scientific view of the nature of: the universe is
defective.
Why is· it defec_tive?

Simply because it· does· not take into

account'- the fact that time c-hanges with magnitude, and that everyseparately existing entity in the universe has its own time.

This·

means:that when we look at very large magnitudes we cannot see
them for- long enough to know what they are like, and when we. look
at very small magnitudes· we cannot see them for a short enough time. to

kn-ow what they are like.

In t-he first case we only sea a· fragment,

of: their, existence, in' the second case we only s-ee the trace- lef:t
by their· recurrenee.

.And neither view is able to tell us muc-11-

about their real form or function.
If we take- all this int-o account as best we: can, and try to
se:e-

whai; is objective about the tablec of different· entities:, we:

come to the c:oncdusion that certain entities are world's: 0£:· the
same ord:el!' - they are, so to spea..'I(, the same thing· repeated. on a
d.if"fenent- scale.

The most obvious example is the a;t.om, which a-s·

Niel's Bohr originally discovered, has: a marked similarity to the
sun - the solar system.

The idea- has, sincre been largely disa:ounted:,

but even in later t-heories, in which the· atom is, c:onaidered' to- 'he:surround.ed by an eleoo;ron c-.loud:, i;he form of whicll depends· orr
statistical t-heory, the prinC'ipl'e still applies.

In fact it only

supports· the view already expressed:, that we are looking-at the
sam~ phenomenon, but with a different time.
Uow the atom is at a distanc-e of seven c,osmoses away from the:·
sun, in ou:l' table or different entities·.

And if it could be

shown that otber- cosmoses- at the same distance from each otherare worlds of the sa.mec ord.er-, this would show us something
definite and reaLabout their nature - something whic,h is not
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dependent on man's viewpoint.

Obviously, electrons, and: planets

a.re worlds of the same order, and molec:ules- c-ould reaaonably bEfcompared with star crlusterB", for they 1:tot-h e:onsist of· atoms·, orstarsf held t"ogether by invisi.ble ·o-onds-.

Galaxies· might·,. by

a;

s:trete-h or·· the imagination he c:omparerl: with cells, lmt her& t-he,
analogy- is not so· clear-..

It is when we· oome to man that we, find

ourselves· on firmer ground.

!,Tan is

a;

re,fle:otion of the= universe• -

he is himself a. universe: irr miniature, a mic-rooosm - and' he cronta1.ns
within liiin everything that the universa c-ontains.
But here we havec to tread warily,, for we, have introduced: a
man-made- conc:e:pt already.

To man, as a cosmos, there is a wo:rlct

above: or outside him, and a world below,. or within ltim..

But the

same t'hing applies to every ot.her· c:osmoa· - ea-eh- has a wor-ld above andJ
a- worid bel.ow.

And: what is· more, the size of the universe itsali·

depends on., the S:iz-e of'• the e1'smos - the larger the cosmos,,; the l.al:"ge-r

its, uni verse-, and t'he small,er the aosmos=, t'he smaller its uni verse,.,
for· everything is relative to the obs~rver-.
All t ·h es:e different id:eas can be expr-essed much better in a
d1agram-i.

If· we take

a;

circle, and di vd.d:e it by six ra.nial. lines,,.

so that t-he angular distane-e between each represents, a diff:erenc:e
in t1.me of.. 30,000; and if we take, th~ rad'ial dimension to- repres:anrtr

changes in magnitude, we can trace a spiral of.' increasing· time and
magnitude,, moving f'rom one rad.ial line· to the next·..
spiral crosses one oft'he radial lines· is
each c-omplet& whorl of the spiral is
c:osmos-es-.

a;

a;

Wherever the

and

different ~osmos;

oomplete, period of: s:e:ven

It follows that worlds of' the same· order- will fall. a:U.ong·

the same, radial lines-.•·•.
This diagram can help us t-:o unders-tand many things about: the•
doctrine of' c_-osmoses·, and it· c_an help us· 'to seB"· t-he:· uni vers:a in· a
new light.,

It cran show us how every e:osmos, - every, point in the:o

spiral - is itself' the all, the universe for the cosmoses, below it-,.
and at the same time: is· me starting point,. the atom, for the,
crosmoses above it.

And it can show us· how the meaning of each

c-osmos, will c.hange, acc:ording to whiGh point is, taken:.
show

us:,

It cart

t-oo, that the upper- and' lower limit's, of:· t-he uni vers:e are
0

nnt determined or- f'init:e· - the universe c:an expand or e-ont:r.a~
according to the size and: the. time of' the observer-.

And: yet it

is one world, and running through this one world are six essentially,
d.ifferent fac:ets- - six cosmoses, built in t-he image- and likeness of·
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the seventh, the prot:oc:osmos,;
idenirity of" its: own.

ye:t each maintaining a seya.rate

For_ like t-he not:es· of· a. musical_ S{ffl.le,

these six cmsmoses· are- not ident±ca-r, not" int,erahangeable.

Each

has i'ts- own nature-, its, own mea;n:ing and purpose in relation to

the whole.

universe for
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I
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cluster
(universe for
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